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Dark energy (DE) plays an important role in the expansion history of our universe. In the earlier
works, universe including DE with a constant or time-varying equation of state (EOS) has been well
studied. Different from predecessors, we investigate the cosmic expansion with multicomponent
DE. Today’s total energy density of DE is separated into several parts equally and every part has
a constant EOS wi. We modify the Friedmann equation and the parameterized post-Friedmann
description of dark energy, then put constraints on wi from Planck 2018 TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing,
BAO data, PANTHEON samples and SH0ES measurement. We find that the largest and the
smallest values of wi have no overlap at 95%C.L.. Our results indicate that DE is composed of more
than one candidate. Besides, the density evolution of multicomponent DE is tick-like and different
from the other DE models’. That is to say, multicomponent DE makes a contribution to late and
early universe.
I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of dark energy (DE) has been widely accepted by many physicists since the discovery of cosmic
accelerating expansion in 1998 [1, 2]. Lots of methods are proposed to study the properties of DE. For example, the
distance measurements are used to detect DE, including the baryonic acoustic oscillation (BAO) observation [3–7],
surveys on Type Ia supernovae (SNIa) [8–10] and the direct measurement of Hubble constant H0 (SH0ES) [11, 12].
The formation of large scale structure [13–16] is also influenced by DE significantly due to its negative pressure. DE,
as the largest proportion of the total energy density in today’s universe, leaves footprints on the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) [17–20], too. However, the nature of DE is still a puzzle through decades of research.
Theoretically, DE is considered as the cosmological constant firstly [21]. After that, fluids or fields, especially
scalar fields, also become candidates of DE [22–25]. They are equivalent taking DE entropy into account to linear
order of perturbation. We determine DE with the following four quantities, the energy density ρde, the equation of
state (EOS) w ≡ pde/ρde, the sound speed cs ≡
√
δpde/δρde and the stress tensor Πde. Here pde is the pressure
of DE, δρde and δpde are the energy density fluctuation and the pressure fluctuation respectively. c
2
s is set to 1
following CAMB+CosmoMC packages [26–28] used in this work. It’s reasonable for classical scalar fields [29]. And
Πde vanishes to the first order. In the base ΛCDM model, w is a constant -1. The simple cases of w is a constant or a
function of redshift z, (for instance, wCDM model and w0waCDM or CPL model [30, 31]) are well investigated in the
previous works [19, 20, 32–34], both theoretically and numerically. Besides, there’s possibilitiy that DE is composed
of different components theoretically [20, 35]. However, there are few works aiming to study the constitution of DE in
the view of observation. In this work, we use the fluid descriptions of DE to detect the properties of multicomponent
DE from cosmological observations. Assuming DE only has gravitational interaction or it is minimally coupled to
other components of universe, we separate today’s total DE energy density into n parts equally (hereafter wnCDM
model) and reconsider the cosmic expansion history. Then we put constraints on the constant EOSs of different
components wi numerically. If the final results show no overlap between the EOSs of any two components, we will
reach a conclusion that DE is composed of more than one candidate.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we sketch out the parameterized post-Friedmann (PPF) description
of multicomponent DE. We utilize the CMB data [20], BAO data [4–6], SNIa measurement [10] and the SH0ES
data [12] to constrain the EOSs of multicomponent DE and show our results in section III. Finally, a brief summary
and discussion are included in section IV.
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2II. PARAMETERIZED POST-FRIEDMANN DESCRIPTION OF MULTICOMPONENT DE
The expansion of our universe is significantly influenced by DE. We divide today’s DE into n compositions equally.
Then the total energy density of our universe is
ρtot(a) = ρT (a) + ρde(a) = ρT (a) +
n∑
i=1
ρde,i(1)a
−3−3wi . (1)
Here ρde,i(1) is today’s energy density and wi is the EOS of the ith DE composition. ρde is the total DE energy
density. The subscript T denotes all the other components excluding DE. a is scale factor of universe. Then, the
Friedmann equation is modified with Eq. (1).
To cross the phantom divide, the evolution of DE perturbation is described with PPF description [36–40]. In the
synchronous gauge, the perturbations of energy density and momentum of DE satisfy the following modified equations,
ρdeδde = −3ρwde
vde
kH
− cKk
2
HH
2
4piG
Γ, (2)
ρwdevde = ρ
w
devT −
k2HH
2
4piGF
[
S − Γ− Γ˙
H
]
. (3)
Here ρwde is defined as
ρwde ≡
n∑
i=1
ρde,i(1)a
−3−3wi(1 + wi). (4)
δde = δρde/ρde = δde,i = δρde,i/ρde,i is the density perturbation of total DE and δρde =
∑n
i=1 δρde,i. v denotes
velocity and vde = vde,i. G is Newton’s constant. H is Hubble parameter. cK is related to the background curvature
of our universe. For a spatial flat universe, we have cK = 1. kH = k/aH, where k is the wave number in fourier space.
Overdot means the differentiation over cosmic time. Besides,
F = 1 +
12piGa2
k2cK
(ρT + pT ), (5)
S =
4piG
H2
(vT + kα)
kH
ρwde, (6)
where α = a(h˙+ 6η˙)/2k2, h and η is the metric perturbations in the synchronous gauge. Now, for any given evolution
of Γ, there is a specific evolution of perturbations of DE. PPF description provides a well approximation for minimally
coupled scalar field DE models and many smooth DE models. Therefore, DE ought to be relatively smoother than
matter inside a transition scale cskH = 1,
ρdeδde  ρT δT . (7)
To satisfy this condition, we have the differential equation for Γ
(1 + c2Γk
2
H)
[
Γ + c2Γk
2
HΓ +
Γ˙
H
]
= S. (8)
And cΓ = 0.4cs for the evolution of scalar field models.
III. RESULTS
We refer to CAMB+CosmoMC packages and use the combination data of CMB, BAO, SNIa and SH0ES measure-
ments to constrain the EOSs of multicomponent DE. Concretely, we use Planck2018 TT,TE.EE+lowE+lensing [20],
the BAO measurements at z = 0.106, 0.15, 0.32, 0.57, namely 6dFGS [4], MGS [5] and DR12 [6], as well as the
PANTHEON samples [10] and SH0ES measurement, namely R19 [12].
3TABLE I: Constraints on the cosmological parameters in different multicomponent DE models from the combination data of
Planck 2018 TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing, BAO data (6dFGS, MGS, DR12), PANTHEON samples and R19. The first set of
error bars indicates the 68% limits and the second set in parentheses reflects the 95% limits.
w5CDM model w10CDM model
Ωbh
2 0.02243± 0.00014(±0.00027) 0.02244± 0.00014(+0.00028−0.00027)
Ωch
2 0.1194± 0.0010(+0.00200.0021 ) 0.1192± 0.0010(±0.0021)
100θMC 1.04102
+0.00030
−0.00029(±0.00059) 1.04105± 0.00030(+0.00059−0.00058)
τ 0.056+0.007−0.008(
+0.016
−0.014) 0.057
+0.007
−0.008(
+0.016
−0.015)
ln(1010As) 3.047
+0.014
−0.015(
+0.030
−0.028) 3.050± 0.015(+0.030−0.029)
ns 0.9666
+0.0039
−0.0038(±0.0075) 0.9670± 0.0039(±0.0077)
w1 −0.8201+0.0796−0.0795(+0.1536−0.1486) −0.7009+0.0750−0.0816(+0.1535−0.1445)
w2 −0.9555+0.0832−0.0723(+0.1515−0.1547) −0.8057+0.0724−0.0661(+0.1287−0.1378)
w3 −1.0851+0.1070−0.0793(+0.1793−0.1919) −0.8872+0.0742−0.0654(+0.1276−0.1395)
w4 −1.2629+0.1670−0.0984(+0.2562−0.2910) −0.9652+0.0816−0.0670(+0.1450−0.1539)
w5 −1.7004+0.4631−0.1547(+0.6414−0.8968) −1.0501+0.0960−0.0722(+0.1640−0.1750)
w6 - −1.1451+0.1180−0.0826(+0.1905−0.2051)
w7 - −1.2656+0.1509−0.0992(+0.2400−0.2670)
w8 - −1.4485+0.2298−0.1264(+0.3463−0.4060)
w9 - −1.8646+0.5020−0.1723(+0.7557−1.0830)
w0 - −2.8776+1.3760−0.5753(+1.6396−2.0944)
Based on the previous discussion in Sec. II, we divide today’s total density of DE into five or
ten components averagely. In the case of w5CDM model, there are 11 free parameters needed
to be fitted, {Ωbh2,Ωch2, 100θMC, τ, ln(1010)As, ns, w1, dw2, dw3, dw4, dw5}. Another five free parameters
{dw6, dw7, dw8, dw9, dw0} are added in the w10CDM model. Six of them are parameters in the base ΛCDM model.
Ωbh
2 and Ωch
2 are today’s density of baryonic matter and cold dark matter respectively, 100θMC is 100 times the ratio
of the angular diameter distance to the large scale structure sound horizon, τ is the optical depth, ns is the scalar spec-
trum index, and As is the amplitude of the power spectrum of primordial curvature perturbations. w1 is the largest
one among wi. dwi(i = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0) is the difference between the EOSs of two adjacent parts. In other words,
EOSs of different DE components are listed from top to bottom as below: w1, w2 = w1 − dw2, w3 = w1 − dw2 − dw3
and so forth. The ranges of w1 is set to be [−10, 10] and dwj ∈ [0, 3].
The main results are shown in Tab. I. We show the 68% and 95% limits for the free parameters of above two models.
Our constraints on the six parameters of base ΛCDM model consist well with the values given by Planck collaboration
released in 2018 [20]. And their error bars are comparable to those in the base ΛCDM model from Planck 2018
TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing and BAO measurements. In the w5CDM model, the highest EOS is w1 = −0.8201+0.0796−0.0795
at 68% C.L. and w1 = −0.8201+0.1536−0.1486 at 95% C.L.. The lowest value reads w5 = −1.7004+0.4631−0.1547 at 68% C.L. and
w5 = −1.7004+0.6414−0.8968 at 95% C.L.. Their allowed ranges of 2σ don’t overlap with each other. As a result, DE is
composed of constitutions with different EOSs and wi is allowed to deviate from -1. We reach similar conclusions in
the w10CDM model. The probability densities of wi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in the w5CDM model, or i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0
in the w10CDM model) are illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 vividly. The grey dashed lines donate wi = −1 that indicates
the phantom divide. Our results constrain well around wi = −1. But there is a long left tail for w5 in the w5CDM
model (or w0 in the w10CDM model). And much weaker limits are aquired when wi is much lower than -1. The
reason is that DE component with wi  −1 has little influence on the relatively early universe due to the suppression
of scale factor in Eq. (1).
For the convenience of discussion, the DE density evolution are also shown in Fig. 3. For comparison, the cases
of the wCDM model and the w0waCDM model are also shown besides the w5CDM model and the w10CDM model.
The parameterizations of wCDM model and the w0waCDM model provide monotonous DE density evolutions with
redshift obviously. However, the lines cross over the standard line from bottom to top in the multicomponent DE
models. They have a tick-like density evolution. That means multicomponent DE can make a contribution to late
and early universe.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we investigate multicomponent DE with different EOSs from cosmological observations. The back-
ground and perturbation evolutions of DE are modified assuming DE is composed of several equal parts with individual
constant EOS wi. With the modified CAMB+CosmoMC packages, we put constraints on parameters in the w5CDM
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FIG. 1: The probability densities of wi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) in the w5CDM model.
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FIG. 2: The probability densities of wi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0) in the w10CDM model.
and w10CDM model from Planck 2018 TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing, BAO data, PANTHEON samples and SH0ES mea-
surement. We find that the largest and the smallest values of wi have no overlap at 95%C.L., leading to a conclusion
that it’s probable that DE is composed of various constitutions. In addition, we show the plot of total DE energy
density evolving with redshift. It indicates that multicomponent DE models have a tick-like density evolution which
will make a contribution to late and early universe.
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FIG. 3: ρde(z)/ρde(0) as a function of redshift z. The black horizontal line with value of 1 indicates the values in the base
ΛCDM model. The red and blue lines represent the values in the wCDM model and w0waCDM model. The green and purple
lines denote those in the w5CDM and w10CDM model respectively. Here we use their mean values in Tab. I. For wCDM model,
the mean value of EOS is w = −1.0756and for w0waCDM model, the mean values are w0 = −1.0076, wa = −0.2886 from the
same data combination.
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